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Meat for Tea: The Valley Review is committed to providing a space in which emerging artists appear between the same 
covers as very established artists in the hopes of providing a "leg up," so to speak. This journal is not affiliated with a larger 
institution and as such is free of the constraints that can shackle publications that are so attached. This allows us to produce 
a somewhat edgy publication with a punk aesthetic tempered with real virtuosity. While well rooted in Western 
Massachusetts, contributors and readers are from all around the world.

We have published work from many celebrated writers and artists, such as Jane Yolen, Marge Piercy, Richard Wayne Horton, 
Michael Rotheberg, John Amen, Jennifer Juneau, John Lurie, David Yow, Jonathan Hargreaves, Michael Goldman, David P. 
Miller and numerous others. We are honored to have received favorable reviews, and thrilled to be Best in Category 
(literary journal) in the 62nd Bookbuilders of Boston’s Annual New England Book Show in 2019, as well as placing three 
times in recent years., including in 2020.  Meat For Tea is now in their 15th year of publication in both print and electronic 
formats. For the past several years, each issue averages over 130 pages.

“Meat For Tea's ecclectic roster of poets, fiction and non-fiction writers, is a tough act to follow in 
the cyber-age.” - examiner.com

“Meat for Tea is a delicious read, many pieces leaving me contemplating my definitions of genre. 
Future readers, prepare for surprises, and prepare to re-see what’s possible in poetry, prose, and 
nonfiction.” - newpages.com

“In the masthead of the literary journal, Meat for Tea, founder and editor Elizabeth MacDuffie is 
identified as "Impresario," an apt job title. A term from Italian opera for the person who produces 
extravagant entertainments, the impresario brings the spectacle to the audience, and Meat for 
Tea is one lit. mag. that offers a range of items to stimulate the intellect in a real "performance" 
presentation. Poems, fictions (long and flash), splendid artwork all combine on a loose theme issue 
by issue to form a unified "show."”  - thepotomacjournal.com

“This particular issue of Meat for Tea carries a theme of “Bone.” Visual artists and wordsmiths 
took every possible definition of that single word, and the editors did a good job weaving together 
a cohesive, enjoyable 91 total pages of work. A sprinkling of images kept the words from running 
together, sort of like commercials that I was excited to encounter. ...I hope that you choose to find 
a copy and enjoy it the way I did.” - newpages.com

Check out our podcast - the Meat For Teacast - on anchor.fm/meatforteacast and wherever you get your podcasts.
Advertise! meatfortea.com/ads.htm  Get merch! https://meat-for-tea.creator-spring.com/
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